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A CANONICAL EXTENSION

FOR ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS ON BANACH SPACES

IGNACIO ZALDUENDO

Abstract, Given Banach spaces E and F , a Banach space GEF is presented

in which E is embedded and which seems a natural space to which extend F-

valued analytic functions. Any F-valued analytic function defined on a subset

U of E may be extended to an open neighborhood of U in GEF . This exten-

sion generalizes that of Aron and Berner. It is also related to the Arens product

in Banach algebras, to the functional calculus for bounded linear operators, and

to an old problem of duality in spaces of analytic functions. A characteriza-

tion of the Aron-Berner extension is given in terms of continuity properties of

first-order differentials.

Introduction

The problem of extending analytic functions from a subspace E of a locally

convex space G to the whole space G was first posed by Dineen [8], This

problem is usually presented approximately in the following way: given a sub-

space E of G, and an analytic function / from E to another locally convex

space F, under what conditions can / be extended to an analytic function

/: G —> F ? There are of course various answers depending on what one con-

siders the ingredients of the problem to be. Boland [4] has shown that if E is

a closed subspace of a DFN space G, all complex-valued analytic functions on

E may be extended to G. Aron and Berner [3] solve the problem for many

F's, when there is a continuous linear extension mapping E* —► G*. In par-

ticular, Aron and Berner solve the problem in the important special case when

G = F** and F is the complex plane C. Moraes [13] and others have studied

the problem in various different settings.

The purpose of the present paper is to show that once one fixes Banach

spaces E and F , there is a more or less "canonical" way of choosing G and of

extending analytic functions to G. More precisely, we construct a Banach space

GEF in which E is canonically embedded and to which one may extend F-

valued analytic functions. This extension has a universal factorization property

with respect to a large class of extension maps. It is also related to an old

problem of duality on spaces of analytic functions, as well as to the Arens
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product in Banach algebras. The extreme cases of our construction (where E

or F is the complex plane) give: when F = C, GEF = E** and the extension is

that of Aron and Berner; when E = C , GEF = B(F) (bounded linear operators

on F) and the extension is the functional calculus.

The paper is organized in the following way: in the first section we fix notation

and then proceed with the definition of the extension for functions with infinite

radius of uniform convergence. This is followed by a number of examples and

the factorization property mentioned above. The second section is devoted to

the general problem of extending arbitrary analytic functions defined on open

subsets of E. Since our extension makes use of local Taylor expansions, we

have here the problem of coherency in the "overlaps." This is related to a partial

commutativity property of the Arens product. Finally, in the last section we

restrict ourselves to the case F = C (the Aron-Berner extension). We give a

characterization of this extension in terms of continuity properties of first order

differentials, and a few simple consequences.

The author would like to thank Professor T. Gamelin for introducing him to

the problem, and for many helpful discussions.

1.  THE DEFINITION OF THE EXTENSION

We first fix notation and terminology. E and F are complex Banach spaces.

L (E, F) (resp. Ls (E, F)) denotes the space of all continuous (resp. contin-

uous and symmetric) /c-linear functions 0 : E —<■ F. These are Banach spaces

with the norm

1,^,1 _       sup       Uixx,...,xk)\\

X]¿0,...,xk¿0      \\Xx\\---\\Xk\\

A continuous /^-homogeneous polynomial is a mapping P: E —» F given by

P(x) = tj>(x, ... , x), for some (unique) <j> e Ls (E, F). In this situation we

write P = 4> • We shall use the polynomial norm

IFII   = sup
Win r

\Pix)

P       x¿0     ||x||

For all <f> G Lk(E, F) one verifies 11011 < ||0|| < (fc*/ifc!)|ML. An analytic

function f:E^F is one that may locally be written as a uniformly convergent

power series

fiix) = J2Pkix-a).
k

We will denote the kth order differential of / at a by Dk f(a). The radius of

uniform convergence at a for such a power series is given by

_ 1
ra-hmsupJ|Ffc||^

and is always strictly positive. Note however that it may be finite even for func-

tions analytic on all of E. We shall, in this section, restrict our attention to
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functions which are analytic and bounded on balls of E. These have infinite ra-

dius of uniform convergence. Denote the space of all such functions H(E, F).

This is a Fréchet space with seminorms

||/ll,= sup ||/(x)||.
IMI<r

For more on analytic functions on Banach spaces see [5] or [14].

We shall also be using the Arens product in the double dual A** of a commu-

tative Banach algebra A [1], [2]. This may be defined as follows: let a, b e A ,

y e A*, and S, T e A**. One may define elements ay and T  of A* by

(ay)(b) = y (ab)   and    Tfa) = T(ay).

Now define ST e A** by

(ST)(y) = S(Ty).

This is one of the two possible Arens products in A**. The other is TS, and

is, in general, different, so this product is not commutative.

Given E and F , let

GEF = L(L(E,F),F).

GEF is a complex Banach space when endowed with the usual operator norm.

When F = C, we have simply the double dual E** of E. But even in the

general case, one may view F as a closed subspace of GEF via the isometric

monomorphism

ot : E -► GEF

given by a(x)(u) = u(x) for all u G L(E, F). We shall think of E as contained

in GEF , and write x instead of a(x).

We wish to extend all functions of H(E, F) to the much larger space GEF

in a more or less canonical way. The procedure will be to first extend symmet-

ric multilinear functions; and then apply this extension to all differentials of

analytic functions. We shall need the facts contained in the following trivial

proposition.

Proposition 1. Let cb e LS(E, F), xx, ... , xke E and T e GEF . Then

(i) For p = 1, ..., k-1, <t>xt...Xp '■ Ek~" -* F Siven by <t>xl-xixP+\ > ••• » **)

= cp(x., ... , x.) is a continuous symmetric (k-p)-linear function and ||<¿     , II
IK Xl"Xp

<H\\\\xx\\---\\xp\\.

(ii) For k> 1, T:Lk(E,F)^Lk-x(E,F) defined by T(tp)(xx,..., xk_x)

- T(4>r    r    ) is a bounded linear operator and \\T\\ < 11711.
■*r ■■•**-1_

(hi) T' i-> F is a bounded linear operator of norm < 1.    D

We may then define the following extension for symmetric fc-linear functions.
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Definition 1. Given çb G Ls(E, F), and Tx, ... ,Tke GEF ,

4>(Tx,...,Tk) = (Txo...oTk)(<t>).

This defines an element 4> of L (GEF, F). Note that \\4>\\ < \\cb\\. Note

also that 4> is not necessarily symmetric, for in general F( does not commute

with Tj. One could, in fact, define tf> in k\ ways by different orderings of

the F;'s. We will, however, use mostly the /c-homogeneous polynomial in T,

4>(T, ... ,T), so the ordering will be immaterial. Another important case where

the ordering is irrelevant is given by the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let T be any element of GEF , and a e E. Then ä o T = Toa.

Therefore in t/5 one may change the order of variables belonging to E.

Proof. Let cb e Ls(E, F), and yx, ... , yk_x e E. We first prove that ä(tp) =

ó :

a((p)(yx,..., yk_x) = a(<t>y^.yki) = tp(yx,... ,yk_x,a)

= 4>aiyx,---,yk_x)

Also, T(cb)a = T(<ba) :

T(cb)a(yx,... , yk_f) = T(<p)(yx,... , yk_2, a)

= T(ó ) = T((ó ) )

= T(<ba)(yx,...,yk_2)

Hence, (a o T)(cp) = a(Ti<p)) = T(cb)a = T(cba) = T(a(cb)) = (To a)(tp).   n

This partial commutativity property is somewhat reminiscent to that of the

Arens product, for which aT = Ta is valid for a G A and F G A** . Another

feature shared with the Arens product is a form of weak continuity of <f> in

its first variable: consider, in GEF , the weak topology induced by elements of

L(E, F). Then for any u e L(E, F), üe L(GEF, F) (u(T) = T(u) = T(u))

is continuous with respect to this topology. Therefore

çf(Tx,..., Tk) = TX((T2 o ••• o Tk)(cb)) = (T2 o • • • o Tk)(tp)(Tx

is L(E, F)-continuous in the variable F, .

We now define the extension.

Definition 2. Let / G H(E, F), and F g GEF . Then define

fiT) = ¿2kiDkfmT>--->T)-
k>0

Proposition 3.  H(E, F) —► H(GEF , F) given by f ^ f is a continuous linear

extension map.
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Proof. Linearity is clear, as well as the fact that f\E = f. Now take T G GEF

Then

WfiT)\\ < £
i:>0

££

k>0

klDm

k\ ïïD"m

^E
k>0

\\T\\k

¿Z)V(O)

^E
k>0

kk\\T\\k

k\pk
sup ||/(x)||

\\A\<p

But T.kk\\T\\k/k\pk < oo:using the Cauchy estimates for \\(l/k\)D f(0)\\s

for p > e\\T\\. Hence, for all r > 0,

11/11, < c
for any p > er.   a

It is clear from this proof that a function whose radius of uniform conver-

gence at 0 is R may be extended to a ball in GEF of radius R1 > R/e . The

inequality may, in fact, be strict: for E = C one trivially has R' = R; when

F = C Davie and Gamelin have shown that this is also the case [7]. Their

proof, however, is not applicable to the general case. We will return to the

problem of extending functions that are not in H(E, F) in §2.

Before going on with some simple properties of this extension, we want to

give a few examples. In some, the definition of the extension is not easy to

follow, and we do it only for some special functions.

Examples. 1. When F = C , GEF = E**, and the extension described above

is just another presentation of the Aron-Berner extension [3]. F = C and E

reflexive is the only case in which the extension is trivial.

If F is a commutative Banach algebra, and y e E*, then tp: E x E —► C,

given by <b(x, y) = y(xy), is a symmetric bilinear form. Given S, T e E**,

the two possible extensions of tf> to an element of L (E**) are

(S oT)(tb) = (ST)(y)   and   (ToS)(cp) = (TS)(y),

where on the right-hand sides we have the Arens product defined above. Of

course one may also view y(xy) as an analytic function on the space E x E

(fi: E —» C/f(x, y) = y(xy)). This function, when extended to /: (E**) —►

C, produces

/(S,r)=(5I±Ii)(r).

This does not define a good product, however, for associativity is lost.

2. Suppose now that E = C. We may identify L(C, F) with F itself via

«h«(1).  GEF is then B(F). Take / G H(C, F). It may be written as

fiz) E^z*
k>0
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where the coefficients ak are elements of F. The extension / applied to an

endomorphism T of F gives

fi(T) = Y,Tk(ak).
k>0

An interesting special case occurs when the coefficients ak are all scalar multi-

ples of a fixed a e F :

f(z) = aY^kkzk = a-h(z),    where/z: C^C.
k>0

Then

fi(T) = ¿2 Tk(kka) = (E4^)(«) = h(T)(a).
k>0 sk>0

We obtain that the functional calculus (for entire functions) is a special case of

the extension defined above. This gives particular importance to the question

of what the natural domain of definition is for /, given an / that is not entire.

3. Take E = C2. As before, we identify L(C1, F) with F2. Then GEF =

L(F2 , F). The function

f(zx, zf = azx + 2bzxz2 + cz2 (a,b,ceF)

extends to

fi(u) = u(u(a, b), u(b, c)).

A special case: suppose /(z, , zf) = azxz2   (a e F), and u: F   —► F is

u(x,y) = Tx(x) + T2(y),

where T¡ e B(F). Then

fi(u) = u(u(0, a/2),u(a/2, 0)) = u(Tfa/2), Tfa/2))
T.\

(a).
F1(F2(q)) + F2(F,(a)) _ / F, o F2 + T2 o F,

4. Surely the simplest nontrivial example is obtained by setting E = C, and

F = C2 . Consider f(z) = (cosz, z'sinz). It is interesting to evaluate / along

certain lines in C x  :

1 0

0 1

1 1

1 1

= (cosz, isinz),        fi ( z

exp2/z   exp2zV

0     -i
-i     0

f.[z
0 0
1 0

= (exp z, 0),

= (1,0).

5.    Let  E = A, a commutative Banach algebra, and  F =  C  .    Then

GEF = (A**)"xn . Fix yx, ... , yn e A*, and suppose we are given the func-

tion fi(a) = (yx(a2),...,yn(a2)). Then if F G (A**)nxn , fi(T) = T2(y),

where the exponent indicates matrix multiplication (with the Arens product in

A**), and y = (y,, ... , yn).
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One interesting feature of the extension map defined above is that it has

a universal factorization property with respect to a certain class of extension

maps: suppose E is a closed subspace of a Banach space G, and that we have

a continuous linear extension map

e: H(E,F)->H(G,F).

The formula ß(g)(u) = e(u)(g), for u e L(E, F) defines an element ß(g) G

GEF for every g e G. We have, therefore, a map ß : G —► GEF . This map is

analytic. We obtain the following proposition. The proof is simple.

Proposition 4. Define ß*(h) = h o ß . Then the following are equivalent.

(a) The diagram

H(E,F) -» H(GEF,F)

e\ //?*
H(G,F)

commutes.

(b) For all polynomials P: E — F, e(P)(g) = P(ß(g)) ,for all g eG.

(c) For all cb G Lk(E, F) and all geG, e(4>)(g) = J(gf(<?).   G

If the equivalent conditions of the proposition hold, we say e is an extension

morphism. Some examples:

(i) Our extension / •-» / is a morphism.

(ii) If h e H(G, E), then e(f) = foh is a morphism. In this case, ß = aoh .

(Hi) Let F = C, and let E be such that the subalgebra of H(E) generated

by E* is dense (c0 and /°° , for example, see [6]). Then <?: H(E) —> H(G) is

a morphism if and only if it is multiplicative.

Proof of (Hi). (=>) Denote the map /1-> / by x. Being a morphism, e factors

through t , that is, e = ß* o x. But both ß* and x are multiplicative (we give

a proof in §3).

(<=) Let y e E*. For all g G G, we have

ß*i7)ig) = 7ißig)) = ßig)i7) = e(y)(g)

so ß* o x = e over E*. Since both are linear and multiplicative, this equality

is valid over the subalgebra of H(E) generated by E* . The conclusion follows

from the continuity of all maps involved.    D

2. Extension of the definition to arbitrary analytic functions

We have extended a function / g H(E, F) to a function / G H(GEF , F)

by extending its differentials at 0 and using the Taylor series expansion around

this point. One might, however, want to define the extension from a different

starting point, and indeed, if the domain of / is not a ball, or even if the

domain is E but the radii of convergence are finite, one is forced to do so at

different points of this domain. In order to extend our definition, we first prove

a lemma which will be of use later.   Recall that given a function / analytic
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near a, ra denotes the radius of uniform convergence of / at a. We drop

the assumption that / be bounded on bounded subsets of E.

Lemma 1. Let a e E, and let f be an F-valued function, analytic at a. Then,

for any p > 0, and any S e GEF such that \\S - a\\ < rje, we have

-Ak-v)

EV1^iDkfi(a))eLPs(E
k>p

ik-p)\

(k-p)lnkProof. Indeed, for each  k,  DKfi(a) e L¡(E, F), so S - a[K~p>(DKfi(a)) e

LP(E, F). We need only verify the absolute convergence of the series.

but

k>p

s-=lt{k-p\.

lim sup
k

(k-p)\

1

(k-p)\

iD fia))

Dkm

^E
k>p

l/k-p

1

(k-P)\
DKfi(a) \\S-a

¡k-p

(       k\       ^X/k-p
= lim sup--

k      \ik-p)\

(    k\     \ x/k~p
<hmsup-TT

k   \ik-py.

¡¡Dkfi(a)
ilk- k/k-p

^Dkf(a)

i/fc' k/k-p

So the series converges if ||5 - ¿z|| < rje .   D

Definition 3. Let / be an F-valued function, analytic at a e E . For S G GEF

such that \\S - a\\ < rje, define

fiS) = J2^Dkf(a)(S-a,...,S-a)
k>0

E^-(^/o
k>0

k\

Note that the series converges to an element of F because of Lemma 1. Of

course if / is analytic at x and y , and S is sufficiently close to both points,

we could have a problem of definition. We will show that there is no such

problem.

Lemma 2. Let a e E and let f be an F-valued function, analytic at a. Then

for S e GEF such that \\S - a\\ < rje, and T e GEF such that S o T = T o S,

we have

£rp/(5)(F,...,F) = FP \J2
s^{k-p\.

,k>p
(k-p)\

iDKfi(a))

for all p > 0.
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Proof. We proceed by induction in p . For p = 0, this is simply the definition

of f(S). Suppose then that p > 0. Then

D"f(S)(T,... , T) = lim\[Dp~X f(S+XT)(T, ..., T)-lf~Xfi(S)(T, ... , T)]
X—»-0 A

Now S + XT = S + XT commutes with F, so we may write

= r("-1)iimi
x—o A

S-a+XT
(k-p+i)

k>p-\
(k-p+l) E

k>p-l

S~a   ,n,     (Dkf(a))

= T lim
i—0 À

k-p+l
k-p+U

= Ttp-1)lim
A-.0 E

k>p

k - p +

{k-p+\-i)kiYi    (Dkf(a))

l\k>P

1
(*-p+l)!   Í-   (       /       )S"a

i=i

(t-p+l-O^i-Dy     (2)*/(a))

= T /^ jL^±1_5 -(k-p)^rir,k

(k-p+l)\

rp E

and we are done,   n

(Ö /(«))

Note that if S = z e E, and F = y e E, we have

Dpfi(z)(y,...,y) = Dpfi(z)(y,...,y) = yp I ̂  Z„/„jV/(<
,*>/>(fe-p)!

so

^/(^) = E    n,     .„   iJfii
k>p

ik-p)\

We can now prove that the definition of / does not depend on the point a.

This will depend on the partial commutativity property of Proposition 2: aoT =

Toa for all a e E and F g Gef . B(a, p) will denote the open ball of GEF

of radius p centered at a .

Theorem 1.  fi is well defined.

Proof. Suppose x and y are points of analyticity of /, such that the balls

B(x, rje) and B(y, r ¡e) have nonempty intersection. There are two defini-

tions for the extension of /. Call them Fx and F . We will show that they

coincide on an open subset of GEF . Let

z =
rx + ry
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and take F g B(x , rje) n B(y, rje). Then

II* - z\\ = A—rrWirx + ry)x - ryx - rxy\\
x        y

= f~7\\x-y\\<f1t7i\\x-n + \\T-y\\
x        y x "+"   y

c       rx rx + ry = rx

rx + ry       e e'

And also,

Since z e E, z o T = T o z for all F G GEF , so by Lemma 2, for all p > 0

\\y-z\\<rj.

lfFx(z)(T, . .,T) = Tk\J2 \kX_p)X  iDkfi(x))
fk-p)

1ÍT-
,k>p

T^k .

T (Dpf(z)) = Dpf(z)(T,...,T)

and also,

DpFy(z)(T, ... , T) = D"fi(z)(T,... , T).

Then for all S in a sufficiently small neighborhood of z in GEF we have

A:>0

= ^2^Dkf(z)(S-z,...,S-z)
k>0

J2^DkFy(z)(S-z,...,S
k>0

FviS)

so F, = F„.   D

Therefore, if U c F is the domain of definition of an F-valued analytic

function /, we may extend / around all points of U , obtaining a function /

defined on

U= \jB(a,pa),
a€U

where pa is the radius of uniform convergence of / at a. We know that,

in general, this is at least rje. Note that functions with the same domain of

definition may have different radii of convergence, so U depends on /. For

this reason we have no extension map as that of § 1 ; the extensions of different

functions have varying domains. Note also that the natural domain of definition

for / may be larger than U . We have the following examples.
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Examples. 6. Take E = c0 and F = C. Then GEF = l°° . It is well known

[14] that the analytic function fi: c0^ C, given by

/(*) = E*i"**>
/c>0

though analytic on all cQ, has radius of uniform convergence rx = 1 for all

x ec0. Our extension gives /: c0 —>• C,

fi(S) = ^Sx---Sk
k>0

where

c0 = {S G /°° : \\S - x|| < 1, for some x ec0}.

Should we extend g e H(cf), however, we would obtain g e H(l°°).

7. Suppose E = C . Then GEF = B(F). Take fi = a-h, where h: U -* C.

In this case

Ü = {TeB(F): sp(F) cB cU, for some ball B}

whereas we know, because of the functional calculus, that / may actually be

extended to the larger open set

{TeB(F): sp(T)cU}.

3.  A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ArON-BERNER EXTENSION

In what follows we restrict ourselves to the case F = C. We first give a

characterization of this extension in terms of continuity properties of first order

differentials.

Theorem 2. Let g be any element of H(E**) such that g\E = f. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) For all x e E, Dg(x) is weakly continuous; and for all z e E** and

(xf) c E converging weakly to z, Dg(z)(xf) —> Dg(z)(z).

(ii) g = f-
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. Writing giz + XL) and g(z) around x, and doing

as in Lemma 2, one easily sees that, for any x e E,

(1) Dg(z)iL) = Yt-n-^Dkgix)iz-x,...,z-x,L).
k>\ *-        ''

Now take x e E, L e E**, and (xa) c E converging weakly to L, with

||*J| < ||L|| (Goldstine's theorem [9]). We want to prove the following: for all

n e N there is a subnet (x  ) of (x ) such that, for k < n ,

(2) Dkg(x)(L, ... , L, xa)^Dkg(x)(L, ... , L, L).

We proceed by induction on n :
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For n = 1, this is due to the weak continuity of Dgix).

For n > 1 , we have Dkg(x)(L, ... , L, xa) -* Dkgix)iL, ... , L, L) for

all k < n — 1. Since {Dng(x)(L, ... , L, xq )} is a bounded subset of C,

we may choose an accumulation point xn  and a subnet of (xa ), which we

will denote (xf, such that D" g(x)(L, ... , L, xr) —> xn . Since (xr) c E and

xr —> L weakly, (x + Xxf c E and x + Xxr —► x + XL weakly, for any X e C .

Hence, by (i)

Dgix + XL)ix + Xxr) -» Dgix + XL)ix + XL)

by linearity,

Dg(x + XL)(Xxr) -» £»^(x + XL)(XL).

Then, using ( 1 )

Dgix + XL)iXxr) - Dgix + XL)iXL)

1

(F^Tjl

= E 7f4tïï[jD^(x)(L ' • • • ' L ' *') - D^(*)(L ' • • • ' L ' LW
k>\ ^        ''

Taking the limit over r,

0^"-D"fnX)_{^--L)^AX-XhniX),

= E JVZff^ Six)i^L ,...,XL, Xxr) - Dkgix)iXL, ... , XL, XL)]
k>\

where

hniX) = liml ¿2
\k>n+

jk-iy.
[Dkg(x)(L,...,L,xr

Dkg(x)(L,...,L,L)]Xk-(n+X)

Since for all nonzero X e C

D"g(x)(L,...,L)-xn = X(n-l)\hn(X),

we will have Dng(x)(L, ... , L, xf) -► xn = Dng(x)(L, ... , L, L) if we show

that \hn\ is bounded in some neighborhood of 0. Indeed, for any r we have

\Dkg(x)(L, ... , L, xr)-Dkg(x)(L,..., L, L)\

= \Dkg(x)(L,...,L,xr-L)\

<\\Dk g(x)\\\\L\\k-x\\xr- L\\

<2\\Dkg(x)\\\\L\\k.
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So,

\kw\< E ^í^ii^iñ^-("+1)
k>n+\     ^ ''

= 2\\L\\n+xTllD"*l+Jg^\\L\\j\X\j
"   "      A-~>      (n + ;)       .

which, doing as in Lemma 1, can be shown to be bounded near 0. This proves

(2). We now prove, for all x e E, Le E**, and k e N,

Dkg(x)(L, ... , L) = Dkf(x)(L, ... , L).

Again, by induction on k :

For k = 1, note that Dfi(x) is weakly continuous by definition, while Dg(x)

is weakly continuous by (i). They both coincide with Dfi(x) on E, so they are

equal on E**.

For k > 1 , let (xf) c E , converging weakly to L . Then

Dkg(x)(L,...,L,xa)

= lim-[Dk-Xg(x + Xxa)(L,...,L)-Dk-Xg(x)(L,...,L)]
A—*\J   A

= lim-[Dk-xfi(x + Xxa)(L,...,L)-Dk-xfi(x)(L,...,L)]
A—►() A

= lim(Lo.-.oL)\[Dk-Xf(x + Xxa)-Dk-lfi(x)]

by the continuity of (Lo ■ ■ ■ o L) and the existence of

lim-[Dk-x f(x + Xxf - Dk~x f(x)] = Dkfi(x)x eLkJx(E),
A—>[) A o

we obtain

Dkg(x)(L, ... , L, xf = (L o ■ • ■ o L)(Dkf(x)x)

= [(Lo---oL)(Dkf(x))](xa).

Now taking limit over a suitable subnet (xf of (xj we have, by (2)

Dkg(x)(L ,...,L,L) = L((L o ... o L)(Dkfi(x)))

= (LoLo-.-oL)(Dkfi(x))

= Dkfi(x)(L,...,L,L).

Finally, g = f : just taken any x e E, and Le E**. Then

g(x + L) = J2 l\xDkg(x)(L ,...,L) = J2 ^Dkfix)iL, ... , L) = fi(x + L).
k>0    ' k>0
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For the other implication, suppose we have (ii). As in (1), one obtains

Dfi(z)(T) = J2^iDkfii0)iz, ... , z, T) + ■■ ■ + Dkf(0)(T, z, ... , z)),
k>\

only now the terms on the right are not, in general, equal, for Dkf(0) is not

symmetric. But suppose z e E, and (Tf) c E** converges weakly to F. Then

Dkf(0)(z, ... , Ta,...,z) are all equal to Dkfi(0)(Ta, z, ... , z) which, be-

ing weakly continuous of its first variable, converges to Dk fi(0)(T, z, ... , z).

This, in turn, is independent of the order of z ,  F, because z e E.  So, we

have that _

Dfiz)(Ta) = £ w^DTf(Ö)(Ta, z,...,z)
k>\ K ''

converges to

E7r4nïD/C/(0)(F, z, ... , z) = Df(z)(T),
k>\ ^ ''

so Df(z) is weakly continuous if z e E. This is the first part of (i). Now

suppose z G E**, and (xf c E converges weakly to z . Then

Dkf(0)(z,...,xa,...,z)

does not depend on the order of z, xQ , because xae E. Then

Dfiiz)ixa) = Ejk-1fVDkfmX^ Z' ••• ' Z)
k>l { ''

converges to

E 77¿4ñT£,/C/(0)(z ,...,z) = Dfi(z)(z)
k>\ ^ '"

which is the second part of (i).   D

Note that one may replace F by a ball B c E and E** by a ball B** c £"**

of equal radius. The following two examples should put condition (i) above in

proper perspective.

Examples. 8. If z is in E**, but not in E, Df(z) need not be weakly contin-

uous, even at z : Take E = Ax A , where A is a commutative Banach algebra,

such that the Arens product is not commutative. Recall that the Arens product

is not weakly continuous of the second variable, so we can take (S¡) c A**

converging weakly to S, and F e A*" such that TS¡ does not converge to

TS. Fix y G A* such that (TS¡)(y) does not converge to (TS)(y), and fix

/: E -> C defined by f(a, b) = y(ab). Then z( = (S¡, T) converges weakly

to z = (S,T), and

Dfi(z)(zi)-Dfi(z)(z) = Dfi(S, T)(St, T) - Df(S, T)(S, T)

= {(ST +TS+ TS¡ + StT -ST-TS-TS- ST)(y)

= {-((SlT-ST) + (TSi-TS))(y).
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Now, SjT - ST converges weakly to 0,so Dfi(z)(zf converges to Df(z)(z)

if and only if (TSf(y) converges to (TS)(y), which is not the case. Hence

Dfi(z) is not weakly continuous at z .

9. Weak continuity of Dg(x) for all x G E is not enough to guarantee

g = fi, where / = g\E : Let E = A x A as above, and g(S, T) = (ST)(y). We

know from Example 1 that f(S, T) = (^I:S)(y). Fix x = (a,b)eE. Then

Dg(x)(U, V) = (aV + Ub)(y) = (Va + Ub)(y),

which is weakly continuous of ( U, V). However, g is not /.

We proceed now with some corollaries of the theorem.

Corollary 1. ///, ,...,/„ G H(E), and G e H(Cn)k is such that G(fx ,...,/„)

= 0,then G(fx,...,fn) = 0.

Proof. Write G = (Gx, ... , Gk), and consider, for i = I, ... , k ,the functions

F(: E** —► C given by

Fj(T) = Gl(fx(T),...,fn(T)).

Then Fi e H(E**), and for all z g E**

DFi(z) = DGi(fix(z),..., fin(z))o[Dfx(z) x • • • x Dfn(z)]

has the same continuity properties as the Df.(z). But F; is zero over E,

so Theorem 2 says that F. is the canonical extension of zero to E**. Hence

Ft = 0 for i=l,...,k;so G(fx,...,fn) = 0.   a

Corollary 2.  H(E) —► H(E**) given by fi i-> / is an algebra morphism.

Proof. We know it is continuous and linear, so we need only prove it is mul-

tiplicative. For this, just apply Corollary 1, where the function G: C3 —► C

is

G(x, y, w) = w — xy

and /,,...,/„ are fi, g, fi- g for arbitrary / and g in H(E).   a

We end with a short comment on the relationship between the Aron-Berner

extension and an old problem of duality in spaces of holomorphic functions.

Suppose Q is a domain of the complex plane. One has the following duality

between functions analytic on Q., and germs of analytic functions on (S2 - Q),

where S   is the Riemann sphere.

if'S) = ^- [ fWgWdX,
2ni Jr

where V is a curve that encircles (S - Q), contained in the domains of both /

and g . This was first observed by Sebastiao e Silva [15] and by Kothe [12]; and

there have been various generalizations by Grothendieck [11], Tillman [16], and

Gauthier and Rubel [10]. Note that when Cl = C one has a correspondence
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between H(C) and O^ (or H(C)0: germs of analytic functions at zero). On

a general Banach space E, this correspondence generalizes to a map

h: H(E)* -> H(E\

defined as follows: denote by Br the open ball of radius r in E, and by B*

the open ball of radius s in E*. For all r, s such that r ■ s < 1, one has

h„: H(Bf>* - H(B*S)

defined by

hrs(L)(y) = L(fiy)

where f (x) = (1 - y(x))~ . Letting r grow to infinity and 5 decrease to

zero, one obtains the continuous monomorphism h: H(E)* —> H(E*)0. In a

completely analogous manner one defines

k:(H(E\)*^H(E").

The relationship between these maps and the Aron-Berner extension is given by

the commutativity of the diagram

H(E)    -t^L    H(E")

I k

H(E)" <- iH(E\f
h'

where the vertical arrow on the left is the canonical inclusion.
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